Technical Service Representative – Lufkin, TX

Georgia Pacific Chemicals is looking for an individual to support the service and application requirements of the Wood Adhesive - Western Region clients. The role is home based in Lufkin, TX, and will require frequent travel to customers in Arkansas, Louisiana and Texas. In this position, you will be visiting our customer’s plants and offering hands on feedback and technical advice. In addition to working with the customer, you will be collaborating with R&D to identify opportunities for the development and introduction of new products.

A Day In The Life Typically Includes:

• Visiting customers on site to review quality and functionality of products
• Identifying and assisting the customer in troubleshooting any equipment or material problems and following all issues to resolution
• Growing existing accounts by supporting plant sales/service activities
• Assessing potential application of company products or services and offering solutions that meet customer needs
• Researching and presenting reports showing potential customers the cost benefit of purchasing company products or services
• Using technical knowledge of product offerings and customer processes to support and build sales territory

What You Will Need:
Basic Qualifications:

• Bachelor’s Degree or 5 years of industrial sales/service or wood industry experience
• Experience in Microsoft Office applications (Word, Excel, and Outlook)
• Willing to travel up to 50% of the time
• A valid US driver’s license and clean driving record

What Will Put You Ahead?
Preferred Qualifications:

• Previous Experience in a Technical/Quality Role

Why Work For GP?

• A culture that places top priority on integrity and compliance
• Opportunity for career growth at one of the largest, financially stable companies in the world
• Encouragement to challenge the status quo and share knowledge
• Responsibilities and rewards based on contributions
• Continued company growth due to reinvesting 90% of our earnings
• Competitive pay and benefits that help you manage your personal and financial wellness

Want to learn more about Georgia-Pacific?

Find posting number 066402 on the website at:
https://kochcareers.referrals.selectminds.com/